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Effective Jan. 1, 2016: Changes to the UCare for Seniors 
Supplemental Vision Benefit – Routine Screening Eye Examinations 

 
UCare offers a supplemental vision benefit to all UCare for Seniors members that provides one routine screening 
eye examination per calendar year. The following UPDATED information is provided to ensure that members 
receive the supplemental benefit to which they are entitled and that claims for this service are submitted 
accurately. 
 
ROUTINE SCREENING EYE EXAMINATION  
UCare defines a routine screening eye examination as a comprehensive vision service that consists of both of the 
following components:  

 CPT codes 92004 or 92014 Comprehensive Ophthalmological Examination – a detailed evaluation of the 
physiological function and the anatomical status of the eye, visual system, and its related structures;  and  
 

 CPT code 92015 Refraction - an examination that evaluates an individual’s ability to see an object at a 
specific distance and whether an individual has normal vision. It is also used to determine the prescription 
for eyeglasses. 

Effective Jan. 1, 2016 UCare is expanding the definition of codes covered one time per year under the UCare for 
Seniors supplemental vision benefit. The following changes will apply:  
 

 In addition to the existing CPT code 92014, CPT code 92004 (new patient comprehensive eye exam) will 
be allowed to report a routine screening eye examination for a new patient. CPT code 92014 should be 
reported for an established patient. 
 

 In addition to screening diagnosis codes Z01.00 and Z01.01, the following ICD-10 diagnosis codes for 
benign refractive disorders will be allowed when reporting a routine eye examination: 

 H52.00, H52.01, H52.02 and H52.03 
 H52.10, H52.11, H52.12 and H52.13 
 H52.201, H52.202, H52.203 and H52.209 
 H52.221, H52.222, H52.223 and H52.229 
 H52.211, H52.212, H52.213 and H52.219  
 H52.4 

 

 If a refraction is performed at the same time as a comprehensive medical eye exam and a screening or 
benign refractive disorder diagnosis code, listed below, is linked to that refraction, the refraction will be 
covered under the supplemental benefit one time per year.  

 Z01.00 and Z01.01 
 H52.00, H52.01, H52.02 and H52.03 
 H52.10, H52.11, H52.12 and H52.13 
 H52.201, H52.202, H52.203 and H52.209 
 H52.221, H52.222, H52.223 and H52.229 
 H52.211, H52.212, H52.213 and H52.219  
 H52.4 

 
Questions? If you have further questions, please call UCare’s Provider Assistance Center at 612-676-3300 or  
1-888-531-1493 toll free.  
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